Quality assurance and precision of dual photon absorptiometry in bone mineral measurement.
Dual photon absorptiometry (DPA) has evolved as a powerful technique in measuring bone mineral density (BMD) to assess osteoporosis and metabolic bone diseases in recent years. We introduced the first installation of DPA instrument into this country in Aug. 1987. Since the comparison among longitudinal BMD values influences the diagnosis, monitoring and medical decision-making, high precision of the system performance and strict quality assurance program are prerequisite for judgment of the difference between two successive measurements. However, the automation and black-box software design of the instrument make users gain very little knowledge how the instruments acquire the long-term system reliability. The first part of this study was designed to establish a standardized procedure to evaluate the long-term quality of the DPA instrument. Our instrument was proved to have stable sensitivity, resolution, accuracy and reproducibility in the four months of study. Three subjects with different BMD levels were scanned to evaluate the intraobserver and interobserver errors in BMD analysis expected in our laboratory (2.2 and 1.6% at 95% confidence level, respectively). The results indicated that reanalyzing the same scan by either of the two observers would produce a BMD precision error within 2.2% at a 95% confidence level. Serial scans of 7 normal volunteers within five weeks were then conducted to evaluate the overall precision of the BMD measurements. Our findings indicated that two scans would be considered as having a real BMD change if they differ by more than 3.3% at a 95% confidence level. There are at least five sets of DPA instruments that have been installed in Taiwan presently.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)